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From its source in the Swiss Alpes, the Rhine river meanders through some of Europe’s 

most diverse and romantic landscapes. It passes majestic hillside castles, quaint medieval 

towns, lush vineyards, gorgeous tulip fields and windmills, with numerous UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites along the way. 

A-ROSA’s Rhine cruises depart from Cologne, one of Germany’s oldest cities and home of 

the Eau de Cologne, which was invented in the city in the early 18th century. 

With around 150 annual Rhine voyages on offer, A-ROSA’s guests can choose between 4, 

5, 7 and 9-night departures, either travelling north and calling on fascinating cities such 

as Amsterdam and Antwerp or sailing south towards Switzerland.   

 

The famous Rhine Gorge is located on the southern route, with more historic castles 

along the way compared to any other river in the world. Childhood fairy tales come to 

mind when taking in the stunning scenery and passing by the renowned Lorelei rock. 

Once frequented by a beautiful siren named Lorelei, so the legend has it, she lured sailors 

to their deaths. 

Calling on many picturesque towns such as Strasbourg, with one of Europe’s largest 

medieval quarters where cobbled streets weave between creaking timber-framed houses, 

A-ROSA cruises reach Basel as its most Southern stop. Located in Switzerland, the town 

shares borders with France and Germany and is well known for its vibrant cultural scene 

and rich history. 

Sailing on the Rhine for more than 10 years, and harnessing its unequalled local knowledge,  

A-ROSA has lovingly curated outstanding itineraries, showcasing the very best this 

mythically and lyrically acclaimed river has to offer.  

A-ROSA’s contemporary style of river cruising appeals to active travellers of all ages, 

seeking choice and flexibility in a relaxed setting. Unlimited alcoholic and non-alcoholic 

beverages throughout the day are included in A-ROSA’s Premium tariff, as well as full-

board, free travel for kids*, no reservation change fee and much more.   

 
For further information on A-ROSA River Cruises and the Premium-All-Inclusive rate, please contact 
reservations@francistravelmarketing.co.nz. 

*Up to the age of 15 years and as part of the Premium-All-Inclusive rate and if the child is accompanied by a full fare paying 
adult and only valid for the cruise portion of the journey. Except Douro sailings, where a 25% child discount applies. 
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